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KEY=NATIONAL - YARELI ZAVIER
The Making of the Australian National University, 1946-1996 ANU E Press First published 1996. This edition-with new introduction-published July 2009. The Australian National University has always been a university with a diﬀerence. Conceived in the mid-1940s to serve Australia's post-war
needs for advanced research and postgraduate training, it quickly embraced the ideals and traditions of Oxford and Cambridge. Undergraduate teaching was introduced in 1960, following amalgamation with Canberra University College. The University continued to adapt to changes in Australian society,
while retaining much of its unique structure and objectives. Stephen Foster and Margaret Varghese trace the ANU's history from its wartime origins to its ﬁftieth anniversary in 1996, featuring many of the prominent Australians who contributed to its making: 'Nugget' Coombs, Howard Florey, Mark
Oliphant, W.K. Hancock, Douglas Copland, John Crawford, Peter Karmel; and others who stood out in particular ﬁelds, such as J.C.Eccles, Arthur Birch, Manning Clark, Russell Mathews, Ernest Titterton, Beryl Rawson, John Mulvaney, John Passmore and Frank Fenner. The Making of The Australian National
University explores many themes in higher education during the last half century, including academic freedom, relations between universities and politicians, recruitment practices, the 'two cultures' of science and the humanities, collegial versus managerial structures, equality of opportunity, student
politics, academics and architecture and universities in the marketplace. This is an aﬀectionate and critical account of a remarkable Australian institution; and, more broadly, a fascinating study of how institutions work. Land Use in Australia Past, Present and Future ANU Press Land Use in
Australia: Past, Present and Future, is a compilation of invited chapters from Australia’s leading specialists in land use policy and planning and land management. Chapters present many widely recognised issues involved in Australia’s land use policy and planning, including limited understanding and
poor awareness of: the rich history of poor decisions on land use planning and management across diﬀerent levels of governmentthe discontinuities between providers of national biophysical informationthe tools, data and information to improve national land use decision-making outcomesthe poor
synthesis and integration between science to policy to natural resource management and resource conditionthe beneﬁts of land use practitioners engaging in connection, cooperation, mutual inquiry and collective social learnings. The aims of the book are threefold: 1) provide a review of the current
status of land use policy and planning in Australia; 2) provide a resource to inform and inﬂuence the development of land use policy and planning; and 3) provide a sound contribution to Australia’s public–private land use debates in the future. The audience for the book includes government and nongovernment land management agencies from state and national bodies, universities and researchers. Understanding Oceania Celebrating the University of the South Paciﬁc and its collaboration with The Australian National University ANU Press This book is inspired by the University of
the South Paciﬁc, the leading institution of higher education in the Paciﬁc Islands region. Founded in 1968, USP has expanded the intellectual horizons of generations of students from its 12 member countries—Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tokelau,
Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu—and been responsible for the formation of a regional elite of educated Paciﬁc Islanders who can be found in key positions in government and commerce across the region. At the same time, this book celebrates the collaboration of USP with The Australian National University
in research, doctoral training, teaching and joint activities. Twelve of our 19 contributors gained their doctorates at ANU, most of them before or after being students and/or teaching staﬀ at USP, and the remaining ﬁve embody the cross-fertilisation in teaching, research and consultancy of the two
institutions. The contributions to this collection, with a few exceptions, are republications of key articles on the Paciﬁc Islands by scholars with extensive experience and knowledge of the region. Communicating Science A Global Perspective ANU Press Modern science communication has emerged
in the twentieth century as a ﬁeld of study, a body of practice and a profession—and it is a practice with deep historical roots. We have seen the birth of interactive science centres, the ﬁrst university actions in teaching and conducting research, and a sharp growth in employment of science
communicators. This collection charts the emergence of modern science communication across the world. This is the ﬁrst volume to map investment around the globe in science centres, university courses and research, publications and conferences as well as tell the national stories of science
communication. How did it all begin? How has development varied from one country to another? What motivated governments, institutions and people to see science communication as an answer to questions of the social place of science? Communicating Science describes the pathways followed by 39
diﬀerent countries. All continents and many cultures are represented. For some countries, this is the ﬁrst time that their science communication story has been told. Finding the Enemy Within Blasphemy Accusations and Subsequent Violence in Pakistan ANU Press In the past decade, Pakistan
has witnessed incidents such as the public lynching of a student on a university campus, a Christian couple being torched alive, attacks on entire neighbourhoods by angry mobs and the assassination of a provincial governor by his own security guard over allegations of blasphemy. Finding the Enemy
Within unpacks the meanings and motivations behind accusations of blasphemy and subsequent violence in Pakistan. This is the ﬁrst ethnographic study of its kind analysing the perspectives of a range of diﬀerent actors including accusers, religious scholars and lawyers involved in blasphemy-related
incidents in Pakistan. Bringing together anthropological perspectives on religion, violence and law, this book reworks prevalent analytical dichotomies of reason/emotion, culture/religion, traditional/Western, state/nonstate and legal/extralegal to extend our understanding of the upsurge of blasphemyrelated violence in Pakistan. Through the case study of blasphemy accusations in Pakistan, this book addresses broader questions of diﬀerence, individual and collective identities, social and symbolic boundaries, and conﬂict and violence in modern nation-states. Humanities Research Centre A
History of the First 30 Years of the HRC at the Australian National University ANU E Press A history of the HRC at the ANU, but also an examination of the role and predicament of the humanities within universities and the wider community, and contributes substantially to the ongoing debate
on an Australian identity. Professional Social Work in Australia ANU Press This is an unchanged republication of the ﬁrst historical account of the social work profession in Australia. It traces the development of social work education and professional social work in the larger, more industrialised
societies overseas before the same developments began in Australia in the late 1920s, and it notes the part played by overseas inﬂuence in the subsequent 30-odd years. The book concentrates on the development of training bodies and their courses, the spread of qualiﬁed social workers into various
ﬁelds of employment in Australia’s expanding health and welfare services, and the growth of professional associations and their programmes. The author assesses the occupational group in terms of accepted attitudes towards the established professions. He concludes with a discussion of major
contemporary issues facing the Australian social work profession. Leading from the North Rethinking Northern Australia Development ANU Press Leading from the North aims to improve public dialogue around the future of Northern Australia to underpin robust and ﬂexible planning and policy
frameworks. A number of areas are addressed including social infrastructure, governance systems, economic, business and regional development, climate and its implications, the roles and trends in demography and migration in the region. This book not only speaks to the issues of development in
Northern Australia but also other regional areas, and examines opportunities for growth with changing economies and technologies. The authors of this book consist of leading researchers, academics and experts from Charles Darwin University, The Australian National University, James Cook University,
the Australian Institute of Marine Science and many other collaborative partners. Many of the authors have ﬁrst-hand experience of living and working in Northern Australia. They understand the real issues and challenges faced by people living in Northern Australia and other similar regional areas.
Backed by their expertise and experience, the authors present their discussions and ﬁndings from a local perspective. Situating Women Gender Politics and Circumstance in Fiji ANU E Press Since the time of decolonisation in Fiji, women’s organisations have navigated a complex political terrain.
While they have stayed true to the aim of advancing women’s status, their work has been buﬀeted by national political upheavals and changing global and regional directions in development policy-making. This book documents how women activists have understood and responded to these challenges.
It is the ﬁrst book to write women into Fiji’s postcolonial history, providing a detailed historical account of that country’s gender politics across four tumultuous decades. It is also the ﬁrst to examine the ‘situated’ nature of gender advocacy in the Paciﬁc Islands more broadly. It does this by analysing
trends in activity, from women’s radical and provocative activism of the 1960s to a more self-evaluative and reﬂexive mood of engagement in later decades, showing how interplaying global and local factors can shape women’s understandings of gender justice and their pursuit of that goal. The Book
of Luelen Luelen Bernart, who died about the end of World War II, was a member of a prominent Ponapean family in the southeastern part of the island. As a youth he attended the Protestant mission school at Ohwa (Oa) and the style of the bible permeates his own writing. Locally he was renowned for
the wealth of his traditional knowledge, which he recorded, apparently for his family... The book of Luelen appears to have been by far the fullest such manuscript completed by any Ponapean up to the time of Luelen's death: the author himself seems to have seen it as a comprehensive account of
Ponape from its creation to the time of ﬁrst European contact. Myths and legends side by side with history and botanical lore thus create a rich source of information on Ponape and how it was seen by Ponapeans..."--Book jacket. The Journey of a Book Bartholomew the Englishman and the
Properties of Things ANU E Press De proprietatibus rerum, ‘On the properties of things’, has long been referred to by scholars as a medieval encyclopedia, but evidence suggests that it has been many things to many people. The sheer number of extant manuscript copies and printed editions, along
with translations, adaptations, and mentions in poems and sermons, testify to its continuous signiﬁcance for Europeans of all estates and diﬀerent walks of life, from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries. While ﬁrst compiled soon after the time of St Francis by a humble continental friar to meet
the needs of his expanding religious brotherhood, by 1600 English men of letters had claimed Bartholomew as a noble compatriot and national treasure. What was it about the work that propelled it through a progression of medieval cultures and into an exalted position in the world of English letters?
This reception history traces evidence for the journey of ‘Properties’ over four centuries of social, political and religious change. The State of Open Data Histories and Horizons African Books Collective It's been ten years since open data ﬁrst broke onto the global stage. Over the past decade,
thousands of programmes and projects around the world have worked to open data and use it to address a myriad of social and economic challenges. Meanwhile, issues related to data rights and privacy have moved to the centre of public and political discourse. As the open data movement enters a
new phase in its evolution, shifting to target real-world problems and embed open data thinking into other existing or emerging communities of practice, big questions still remain. How will open data initiatives respond to new concerns about privacy, inclusion, and artiﬁcial intelligence? And what can we
learn from the last decade in order to deliver impact where it is most needed? The State of Open Data brings together over 60 authors from around the world to address these questions and to take stock of the real progress made to date across sectors and around the world, uncovering the issues that
will shape the future of open data in the years to come. A History of Forestry in Australia Elsevier Science & Technology Indigenous Data Sovereignty Toward an agenda ANU Press As the global ‘data revolution’ accelerates, how can the data rights and interests of indigenous peoples be
secured? Premised on the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, this book argues that indigenous peoples have inherent and inalienable rights relating to the collection, ownership and application of data about them, and about their lifeways and territories. As the ﬁrst book to
focus on indigenous data sovereignty, it asks: what does data sovereignty mean for indigenous peoples, and how is it being used in their pursuit of self-determination? The varied group of mostly indigenous contributors theorise and conceptualise this fast-emerging ﬁeld and present case studies that
illustrate the challenges and opportunities involved. These range from indigenous communities grappling with issues of identity, governance and development, to national governments and NGOs seeking to formulate a response to indigenous demands for data ownership. While the book is focused on
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the CANZUS states of Canada, Australia, Aotearoa/New Zealand and the United States, much of the content and discussion will be of interest and practical value to a broader global audience. ‘A debate-shaping book … it speaks to a fast-emerging ﬁeld; it has a lot of important things to say; and the
timing is right.’ — Stephen Cornell, Professor of Sociology and Faculty Chair of the Native Nations Institute, University of Arizona ‘The eﬀort … in this book to theorise and conceptualise data sovereignty and its links to the realisation of the rights of indigenous peoples is pioneering and laudable.’ —
Victoria Tauli-Corpuz, UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Baguio City, Philippines Uncertainty and Risk Multidisciplinary Perspectives Routledge This is a major, and deeply thoughtful, contribution to understanding uncertainty and risk. Our world and its unprecedented
challenges need such ways of thinking! Much more than a set of contributions from diﬀerent disciplines, this book leads you to explore your own way of perceiving your own area of work. An outstanding contribution that will stay on my shelves for many years. Dr Neil T. M. Hamilton, Director, WWF
International Arctic Programme This collection of essays provides a unique and fascinating overview of perspectives on uncertainty and risk across a wide variety of disciplines. It is a valuable and accessible sourcebook for specialists and laypeople alike. Professor Renate Schubert, Head of the Institute
for Environmental Decisions and Chair of Economics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology This comprehensive collection of disciplinary perspectives on uncertainty is a deﬁnitive guide to contemporary insights into this Achilles heel of modernity and the endemic hubris of institutional science in its
role as public authority. It gives ﬁrm foundations to the fundamental historic shift now underway in the world, towards normalizing acceptance of the immanent condition of ignorance and of its practical corollaries: contingency, uncontrol, and respect for diﬀerence. Brian Wynne, Professor of Science
Studies, Lancaster University Bammer and Smithson have assembled a fascinating, important collection of papers on uncertainty and its management. The integrative nature of Uncertainty and Risk makes it a landmark in the intellectual history of this vital cross-disciplinary concept. George Cvetkovich,
Director, Center for Cross-Cultural Research, Western Washington University Uncertainty governs our lives. From the unknowns of living with the risks of terrorism to developing policies on genetically modiﬁed foods, or disaster planning for catastrophic climate change, how we conceptualize, evaluate
and cope with uncertainty drives our actions and deployment of resources, decisions and priorities. In this thorough and wide-ranging volume, theoretical perspectives are drawn from art history, complexity science, economics, futures, history, law, philosophy, physics, psychology, statistics and
theology. On a practical level, uncertainty is examined in emergency management, intelligence, law enforcement, music, policy and politics. Key problems that are a subject of focus are environmental management, communicable diseases and illicit drugs. Opening and closing sections of the book
provide major conceptual strands in uncertainty thinking and develop an integrated view of the nature of uncertainty, uncertainty as a motivating or de-motivating force, and strategies for coping and managing under uncertainty. Protected Area Governance and Management ANU Press Protected
Area Governance and Management presents a compendium of original text, case studies and examples from across the world, by drawing on the literature, and on the knowledge and experience of those involved in protected areas. The book synthesises current knowledge and cutting-edge thinking
from the diverse branches of practice and learning relevant to protected area governance and management. It is intended as an investment in the skills and competencies of people and consequently, the eﬀective governance and management of protected areas for which they are responsible, now and
into the future. The global success of the protected area concept lies in its shared vision to protect natural and cultural heritage for the long term, and organisations such as International Union for the Conservation of Nature are a unifying force in this regard. Nonetheless, protected areas are a sociopolitical phenomenon and the ways that nations understand, govern and manage them is always open to contest and debate. The book aims to enlighten, educate and above all to challenge readers to think deeply about protected areas—their future and their past, as well as their present. The book has
been compiled by 169 authors and deals with all aspects of protected area governance and management. It provides information to support capacity development training of protected area ﬁeld oﬃcers, managers in charge and executive level managers. That’s The Way It Crumbles The American
Conquest of the English Language Proﬁle Books Are we tired of hearing that fall is a season, sick of being oﬀered fries and told about the latest movie? Yeah. Have we noticed the sly interpolation of Americanisms into our everyday speech? You betcha. And are we outraged? Hell, yes. But do we do
anything? Too much hassle. Until now. In That's The Way It Crumbles Matthew Engel presents a call to arms against the linguistic impoverishment that happens when one language dominates another. With dismay and wry amusement, he traces the American invasion of our language from the early
days of the New World, via the inﬂuence of Edison, the dance hall and the talkies, right up to the Apple and Microsoft-dominated present day, and explores the fate of other languages trying to fend oﬀ linguistic takeover bids. It is not the Americans' fault, more the result of their talent for innovation and
our own indiﬀerence. He explains how America's cultural supremacy aﬀects British gestures, celebrations and way of life, and how every paragraph and conversation includes words the British no longer even think of as Americanisms. Part battle cry, part love song, part elegy, this book celebrates the
strange, the banal, the precious and the endangered parts of our uncommon common language. Value for Money Budget and ﬁnancial management reform in the People's Republic of China, Taiwan and Australia ANU Press The Greater China Australia Dialogue on Public Administration has
held annual workshops since 2011 on public administration themes of common interest to the People’s Republic of China, Taiwan and Australia. This book presents and discusses a selection of papers developed from the Dialogue’s ﬁfth workshop held in late 2015 hosted by the National Taiwan
University in Taipei. The theme, ‘Value for Money’, focused on budget and ﬁnancial management reforms, including how diﬀerent nations account for the relative performance of their public sectors. All governments face the challenge of scarce resources requiring budgetary management processes for
identifying the resources required by and available to government, and then for allocating them and ensuring their use or deployment represents value for money. Such budgetary and ﬁnancial management processes need to inform decision-making routinely and protect the integrity of the way public
resources are used – with some public accountability to indicate that their uses are properly authorised and reﬂect the policies of legitimate government leaders. The chapters in this book explore budgeting and ﬁnancial management in three very diﬀerent jurisdictions: Australia, the People’s Republic of
China and the Republic of China (Taiwan). These activist and at times innovative countries are keen to analyse and reﬂect upon each other’s policy achievements and patterns of public provision. They are keen to learn more about each other as their economic and social engagement continues to
deepen. They are also conscious that fundamental diﬀerences exist in terms of economic development and global strategic positioning, and levels and philosophies of political development; to an extent these diﬀerences are representative of diﬀerences amongst countries around the globe.
Cinderellas of the Empire Towards a History of Kiribati and Tuvalu editorips@usp.ac.fj Tainted Witness Why We Doubt What Women Say About Their Lives Columbia University Press In 1991, Anita Hill's testimony during Clarence Thomas's Senate conﬁrmation hearing brought the
problem of sexual harassment to a public audience. Although widely believed by women, Hill was defamed by conservatives and Thomas was conﬁrmed to the Supreme Court. The tainting of Hill and her testimony is part of a larger social history in which women ﬁnd themselves caught up in a system
that refuses to believe what they say. Hill's experience shows how a tainted witness is not who someone is, but what someone can become. Why are women so often considered unreliable witnesses to their own experiences? How are women discredited in legal courts and in courts of public opinion?
Why is women's testimony so often mired in controversies fueled by histories of slavery and colonialism? How do new feminist witnesses enter testimonial networks and disrupt doubt? Tainted Witness examines how gender, race, and doubt stick to women witnesses as their testimony circulates in
search of an adequate witness. Judgment falls unequally upon women who bear witness, as well-known conﬂicts about testimonial authority in the late twentieth and early twenty-ﬁrst centuries reveal. Women's testimonial accounts demonstrate both the symbolic potency of women's bodies and speech
in the public sphere and the relative lack of institutional security and control to which they can lay claim. Each testimonial act follows in the wake of a long and invidious association of race and gender with lying that can be found to this day within legal courts and everyday practices of judgment,
deﬁning these locations as willfully unknowing and hostile to complex accounts of harm. Bringing together feminist, literary, and legal frameworks, Leigh Gilmore provides provocative readings of what happens when women's testimony is discredited. She demonstrates how testimony crosses
jurisdictions, publics, and the unsteady line between truth and ﬁction in search of justice. Research Integration Using Dialogue Methods ANU E Press Research on real-world problems--like restoration of wetlands, the needs of the elderly, eﬀective disaster response and the future of the airline
industry--requires expert knowledge from a range of disciplines, as well as from stakeholders aﬀected by the problem and those in a position to do something about it. This book charts new territory in taking a systematic approach to research integration using dialogue methods to bring together
multiple perspectives. It links speciﬁc dialogue methods to particular research integration tasks. Fourteen dialogue methods for research integration are classiﬁed into two groups: 1. Dialogue methods for understanding a problem broadly: integrating judgements 2. Dialogue methods for understanding
particular aspects of a problem: integrating visions, world views, interests and values. The methods are illustrated by case studies from four research areas: the environment, public health, security and technological innovation. Intermediate Ancient Greek Language ANU Press Intermediate Ancient
Greek Language is a series of Lessons and Exercises intended for students who have already covered most of an introductory course in the ancient Greek language. It aims to broaden and deepen students’ understanding of the main grammatical constructions of Greek. Further attention is given to
grammatical forms to illustrate their functions. In the Lessons, tragedy, comedy, historiography, oratory and philosophy are sources for dramatic material. The Cases have been deliberately placed late in the series of Lessons 36 to 41; students by now will be prepared to analyse Case usage.
Consideration of prepositions in Lesson 42 naturally follows the Cases. Lesson 43, on correlative clauses, links with adjectival and adverbial constructions in previous Lessons. The ﬁnal Lesson 44 deals with exclamations. Throughout the book, the author relies on genuine Greek sources for the passages
in the Lessons and Exercises. Collaboration for Impact Lessons from the Field ANU Press Collaboration is often seen as a palliative for the many wicked problems challenging our communities. These problems aﬀect some of the most vulnerable and unempowered people in our community. They
also carry signiﬁcant implications for policy processes, programs of service and, ultimately, the budgets and resourcing of national and sub-national governments. The road to collaboration is paved with good intentions. But, as John Butcher and David Gilchrist reveal, ‘good intentions’ are not enough to
ensure well-designed, eﬀective and sustainable collaborative action. Contemporary policy-makers and policy practitioners agree that ‘wicked’ problems in public policy require collaborative approaches, especially when those problems straddle sectoral, institutional, organisational and jurisdictional
boundaries. The authors set out to uncover the core ingredients of good collaboration practice by talking directly to the very people that are engaged in collaborative action. This book applies the insights drawn from conversations with those engaged in collaborations for social purpose—including chief
executives, senior managers and frontline workers—to the collaboration challenge. Backed up by an extensive review of the collaboration literature, Butcher and Gilchrist translate their observations into concrete guidance for collaborative practice. The unique value in this book is the authors’
combination of scholarly work with practical suggestions for current and prospective collaborators. Successful Public Policy Lessons from Australia and New Zealand ANU Press In Australia and New Zealand, many public projects, programs and services perform well. But these cases are
consistently underexposed and understudied. We cannot properly ‘see’—let alone recognise and explain—variations in government performance when media, political and academic discourses are saturated with accounts of their shortcomings and failures, but are next to silent on their achievements.
Successful Public Policy: Lessons from Australia and New Zealand helps to turn that tide. It aims to reset the agenda for teaching, research and dialogue on public policy performance. This is done through a series of close-up, in-depth and carefully chosen case study accounts of the genesis and
evolution of stand-out public policy achievements, across a range of sectors within Australia and New Zealand. Through these accounts, written by experts from both countries, we engage with the conceptual, methodological and theoretical challenges that have plagued extant research seeking to
evaluate, explain and design successful public policy. Studies of public policy successes are rare—not just in Australia and New Zealand, but the world over. This book is embedded in a broader project exploring policy successes globally; its companion volume, Great Policy Successes (edited by Paul ‘t
Hart and Mallory Compton), is published by Oxford University Press (2019). War and Peace in Outer Space Law, Policy, and Ethics Oxford University Press, USA "Historically, strategic restraint was the dominant approach among nations active in outer space, all of whom understood that continued
access to and use of space required holding back on threats or activities which might jeopardize the status quo of peace in space. However, recently there has been a discernible shift in international rhetoric towards a more oﬀensive approach to defense in space. The U.S. move towards establishing a
"Space Force" has been echoed by similar announcements in France and Japan. India launched an anti-satellite weapon test and announced proudly that it thereby joined the elite group of China, Russia and the U.S., who have all demonstrated this capability in the past. And as technologies in space
advance, along with our terrestrial dependence on space-based systems for our peaceful civilian lives and for support of terrestrial warfare, the political stability of this vulnerable environment comes under threat. These factors, combined with a lack of transparency about actual capabilities and
intentions on the part of all major players in space, creates a cyclical escalation which has led some commentators to describe this as a return to a Cold War-type arms race, and to the foreseeability of a space-based conﬂict. Due to many unique characteristics of the space domain, an armed conﬂict in
space would be catastrophic for all players, including neutral States, commercial actors, and international civil society. Due to the speciﬁcity of the space domain, specialized expertise must be provided to decision-makers, and interdisciplinary opinions must be sought from a multitude of stakeholders.
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To that end, this volume provides a wide spectrum of perspectives from experts who have engaged together at a conference hosted by the Center for Ethics in the Rule of Law to discuss these issues. Ethical, legal and policy solutions are oﬀered here by those with experience in the space sector,
including academia, legal practitioners, military lawyers and operators, diplomats and policy advisors"-- Strangling Aunty: Perilous Times for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation Springer Nature Drawing on a wealth of academic research, statistics and interviews with key Australian media
people including present and former Australian Broadcasting Corporation staﬀers, this book explores the transitions of the ABC under various types of organisational re-strategising, governance and political shifts. The book provides the reader with an authoritative narrative as to how the ABC has lost its
iconic status in Australian society, and unfolds how the ABC has strayed from its respected public charter which endowed the ABC with a distinctive and important role in informing, educating and entertaining the Australian public. Successive federal government funding cuts have shrunk staﬃng levels
and services while it has pursued a corporatist model that mimics the trappings and practices of commercial media. In that process it has become politicised and trivialised, thereby threatening its demise. The book is a unique and timely contribution at a time of dwindling interest for the funding of
public assets everywhere. There is no other book in the market that addresses the decline of the organisation (the ABC) and analyses the reasons for its demise within an organisational theoretical framework. The book is written for an educated general audience, with academics and media practitioners
speciﬁcally in mind, and has everyday applications for business organisations operating in the public sector by bringing together important ﬁndings of public funding, budgets, management and organisational strategies and evolution. The Ecology of a City and Its People The Case of Hong Kong
Canberra, Australia ; Miami, Fla. : Australian National University Press The past - ecological background; Ecological perspectives; Land, nature and people; Life conditions and biopsychic state in early Hong Kong; The present - Hong Kong in the 1970s; Conceptual framework; Modern Hong Kong - an
overview; Extrasomatic energy; Energy in the Hong Kong food system; Nutrients and water supply in Hong Kong; The built environment and transportation; The population; Material aspects of human experience; Social relationships and some important intangibles; Behavioural aspects of human
experience; Environment, life style and health: problems and principles; The future - human ecological imperatives; The future of urban settlements; Life conditions check list; Common behavioural tendencies; Biosocial survey. Regulatory Theory Foundations and applications ANU Press This
volume introduces readers to regulatory theory. Aimed at practitioners, postgraduate students and those interested in regulation as a cross-cutting theme in the social sciences, Regulatory Theory includes chapters on the social-psychological foundations of regulation as well as theories of regulation
such as responsive regulation, smart regulation and nodal governance. It explores the key themes of compliance, legal pluralism, meta-regulation, the rule of law, risk, accountability, globalisation and regulatory capitalism. The environment, crime, health, human rights, investment, migration and tax
are among the ﬁelds of regulation considered in this ground-breaking book. Each chapter introduces the reader to key concepts and ideas and contains suggestions for further reading. The contributors, who either are or have been connected to the Regulatory Institutions Network (RegNet) at The
Australian National University, include John Braithwaite, Valerie Braithwaite, Peter Grabosky, Neil Gunningham, Fiona Haines, Terry Halliday, David Levi-Faur, Christine Parker, Colin Scott and Cliﬀord Shearing. Communities, Performance and Practice Enacting Communities Springer Nature
Administrative Decision-Making in Australian Migration Law ANU Press The ANU College of Law, Migration Law Program is pleased to introduce a text in administrative decision-making in Australian migration law. Over the past eight years we have assembled a team of some of Australia’s most
highly qualiﬁed migration agents and migration law specialists to deliver the Graduate Certiﬁcate in Australian Migration Law & Practice, and the Master of Laws in Migration Law. Alan Freckelton has worked with the Migration Law Program since 2008. Through personal recollections and a
comprehensive analysis of administrative decision-making, he brings his professional expertise and experience in this complex ﬁeld of law to the fore. The examination of High Court decisions, parliamentary speeches and public opinion bring a contentious area of law and policy to life, enabling the
reader to consider the impact that legislation and decision-making has upon the individual and society as a whole. Serving Library Users from Asia A Comprehensive Handbook of Country-Speciﬁc Information and Outreach Resources Rowman & Littleﬁeld Asian populations are among some
of the fastest growing cultural groups in the US. This book is a comprehensive guide to serving library users from 24 speciﬁc Asian countries. It begins with a broad overview of how libraries can better serve Asian communities and then devotes a chapter to each country, providing wealth of valuable
resources. D. H. Lawrence's Australia Anxiety at the Edge of Empire Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. In this ﬁrst full-length account of D. H. Lawrence’s rich engagement with a country he found both fascinating and frustrating, Game examines how Australia informed the utopian and regenerative visions
that characterize so much of Lawrence’s work. He sheds new light on Lawrence’s attitudes towards Australian Aborigines, women and colonialism, and revisits key aspects of Lawrence’s development as a novelist and thinker. Judging at the Interface Deference to State Decision-Making
Authority in International Adjudication Cambridge University Press This book investigates how international adjudicators defer to State decision-making authority, and what that reveals about the domestic-international interface. Climate, Energy and Water Cambridge University Press A
comprehensive and up-to-date analysis of the climate-energy-water nexus for advanced students, researchers and policymakers in environmental policy and science. Wiidhaa An Introduction to Gamilaraay ANU Press The Gamilaraay language declined in use for many years after the colonisation of
Australia. From around 1990, Gamilaraay people and others have been working to revive the language. This book draws on recent research into previous records and analyses of Gamilaraay and of the closely related, and better recorded, Yuwaalaraay. It provides an introduction to many aspects of the
language including verbs, the case system and the extensive pronoun paradigm, in a format that students have found very helpful for the last 12 years. Please note: Readers will need to download and open the PDF ﬁles in the latest version Adobe Acrobat to access and listen to the sound ﬁles within the
book. A Guide to Experiments in Quantum Optics John Wiley & Sons Provides fully updated coverage of new experiments in quantum optics This fully revised and expanded edition of a well-established textbook on experiments on quantum optics covers new concepts, results, procedures, and
developments in state-of-the-art experiments. It starts with the basic building blocks and ideas of quantum optics, then moves on to detailed procedures and new techniques for each experiment. Focusing on metrology, communications, and quantum logic, this new edition also places more emphasis on
single photon technology and hybrid detection. In addition, it oﬀers end-of-chapter summaries and full problem sets throughout. Beginning with an introduction to the subject, A Guide to Experiments in Quantum Optics, 3rd Edition presents readers with chapters on classical models of light, photons,
quantum models of light, as well as basic optical components. It goes on to give readers full coverage of lasers and ampliﬁers, and examines numerous photodetection techniques being used today. Other chapters examine quantum noise, squeezing experiments, the application of squeezed light, and
fundamental tests of quantum mechanics. The book ﬁnishes with a section on quantum information before summarizing of the contents and oﬀering an outlook on the future of the ﬁeld. -Provides all new updates to the ﬁeld of quantum optics, covering the building blocks, models and concepts, latest
results, detailed procedures, and modern experiments -Places emphasis on three major goals: metrology, communications, and quantum logic -Presents fundamental tests of quantum mechanics (Schrodinger Kitten, multimode entanglement, photon systems as quantum emulators), and introduces the
density function -Includes new trends and technologies in quantum optics and photodetection, new results in sensing and metrology, and more coverage of quantum gates and logic, cluster states, waveguides for multimodes, discord and other quantum measures, and quantum control -Oﬀers end of
chapter summaries and problem sets as new features A Guide to Experiments in Quantum Optics, 3rd Edition is an ideal book for professionals, and graduate and upper level students in physics and engineering science. The Southeast Asia Connection Trade and Polities in the Eurasian World
Economy, 500 BC–AD 500 Berghahn Books The contribution of Southeast Asia to the world economy (during the late prehistoric and early historic periods) has not received much attention. It has often been viewed as a region of peripheral entrepôts, especially in the early centuries of the current era.
Recent archaeological evidence revealed the existence of established and productive polities in Southeast Asia in the early parts of the historic period and earlier. This book recalibrates these interactions of Southeast Asia with other parts of the world economy, and gives the region its due instead of
treating it as little more than of marginal interest. Modern Computer Arithmetic Cambridge University Press Modern Computer Arithmetic focuses on arbitrary-precision algorithms for eﬃciently performing arithmetic operations such as addition, multiplication and division, and their connections to
topics such as modular arithmetic, greatest common divisors, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and the computation of elementary and special functions. Brent and Zimmermann present algorithms that are ready to implement in your favourite language, while keeping a high-level description and
avoiding too low-level or machine-dependent details. The book is intended for anyone interested in the design and implementation of eﬃcient high-precision algorithms for computer arithmetic, and more generally eﬃcient multiple-precision numerical algorithms. It may also be used in a graduate
course in mathematics or computer science, for which exercises are included. These vary considerably in diﬃculty, from easy to small research projects, and expand on topics discussed in the text. Solutions to selected exercises are available from the authors. Urban Aborigines Canberra : Australian
National University Press A Philosophy of Intellectual Property Routledge Are intellectual property rights like other property rights? More and more of the world’s knowledge and information is under the control of intellectual property owners. What are the justiﬁcations for this? What are the
implications for power and for justice of allowing this property form to range across social life? Can we look to traditional property theory to supply the answers or do we need a new approach? Intellectual property rights relate to abstract objects - objects like algorithms and DNA sequences. The
consequences of creating property rights in such objects are far reaching. A Philosophy of Intellectual Property argues that lying at the heart of intellectual property are duty-bearing privileges. We should adopt an instrumentalist approach to intellectual property and reject a proprietarian approach - an
approach which emphasizes the connection between labour and property rights. The analysis draws on the history of intellectual property, legal materials, the work of Grotius, Pufendorf, Locke, Marx and Hegel, as well as economic, sociological and legal theory. The book is designed to be accessible to
specialists in a number of ﬁelds as well as students. It will interest philosophers, political scientists, economists, legal scholars as well as those professionals concerned with policy issues raised by modern technologies and the information society.
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